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Employment levels have hardly recovered since
the Global Financial Crisis

Similar patterns in most EU member states

Long-term development of value added, persons employed, and hours worked, EU27 
(Index, 2019=1) 
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 Overall macro-growth forecasts (EU Commission, IMF) from Spring and 

Summer (update)

• Note: Already discounted given bleaker outlooks anticipated when writing the study; 

however, actual Commission forecasts for EU relatively optimistic*

 Breakdown of macro-growth rates by industry value-added shares and 

long-term growth rates => Sectoral growth forecasts

 Subtract trend labour productivity growth rates at sectoral level => 

employment growth rates

 Breakdown of employment by industry into labour force groups
* “From recovery to expansion, amid headwinds”: Forecasts Autumn 2022: 2022 4.3%; 2023 2.5%

Sketch of scenario calculations
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Moderate employment growth, if …

EU27
2027, Index 2021=100 Persons employed Hours worked
Baseline scenario +5% +3%
Adverse scenario +1% +/-0%
Optimistic scenario +8% +6%

 More optimistic for countries like EL and LU driven by very low (even 
negative) productivity growth over the recent past or PT, HU, and CY 
due to relatively high growth forecasts

 For some countries results point towards negative employment growth 
mostly driven by strong labour productivity growth (RO, IE, Baltics)

 Note: unemployment rates expected to decline
EU Commission   2021: 7.1 

2022: 6.7 
2023: 6.5

with large variations across countries
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Pre-pandemic levels in hours worked will be
reached only in 2026
Persons employed and hours worked – baseline scenario, Index, 2019=1
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Largest increases in knowledge intensive 
business services

J       Information and communication
M&N Professional, scientific, technical, 

administration and support 
service activities

A Agriculture
K Financial and insurance activities
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Main results by labour force groups*
Sex

Age groups

Occupations: 
Strongly negative for Skilled Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishery Workers
* Note: only industry-shift effects are considered

Patterns differ across countries
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 Russian war against Ukraine, energy shortages and inflation surge
 ECB response to inflation surge: delicate balance between combatting the 

high inflation rates without reducing economic dynamics and keeping up real 
income levels and demand.

 Reformulation of EU fiscal rules (pending) 

 Long-term effects of dual transition
 Digitalisation: Little evidence for strong effects

 Environmental change: might have some positive effects (due to
investmen&restructuring needs)

 Labour supply changes
 Remote work, work perception

 Demographic developments partly kicking in (labour shortages)

Risks, challenges, and opportunities
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